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In this note we prove a result about the local behavior of solutions to an 
ordinary or functional differential equation (of retarded type) near a saddle 
point. We are interested, in particular, in solutions which do not start on the 
stable or unstable manifolds. The result seems to us to be a natural and useful 
corollary to the usual saddle point theory. (See [1] or [2] for the ordinary 
differential equation (0.d.e.) case and [3] or [4] for functional differential 
equations.) It is most likely known, at least as a “folk theorem” for o.d.e.‘s, 
but we have not encountered it in the standard texts. In a recent paper [S] 
we found a special case of the result to be very useful, and we think it worth- 
while to give a much more general version in a separate article. 
Roughly speaking, our theorem says that solutions which start near the 
saddle point, but not on the stable manifold, get close to the unstable mani- 
fold. (The usual theory says only that such solutions must leave a given 
neighborhood of the saddle point.) For the precise statement in the o.d.e. 
case, consider an autonomous system 
x’ = Ax + g(x), (1) 
where x and g(z) are real n-vectors and A is a real n x n matrix. Suppose that 
g(x) = o(lj x 11) as x -+ 0. For convenience we assume also that g E c’(R”). 
Further, suppose that A has m > 0 eigenvalues with positive real parts and 
n - m > 0 eigenvalues with negative real parts. Let %! denote the unstable 
manifold at 0, Y the stable manifold, and x( *, 9) the solution of (1) such that 
x(0, x0) = x0. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 be an open subset of R”. Suppose there is an c > 0 such 
that if0 <IIxO/ < E, and x0 E ‘2, then x(t, 9) E 0 for some t 3 0. Then there 
is a 6 > 0 such that if 11 x0 1) < 6 and x0 4 9, then x(t, fl) E 0 for some t > 0. 
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The proof is not difficult. Since the result is a special case of Theorem 2, 
we content ourself with a sketch of the situation when n = 3 and m = 1. 
” 4 
FIGURE 1 
To state and prove the result for retarded functional differential equations 
it is necessary either to use several pages to give the basic theory, or briefly 
to introduce the notation and refer the reader to a reference. For this modest 
contribution to the theory the second alternative is in order, and we direct 
the reader to Hale’s lecture notes [3] or to Hale and Perello’s fundamental 
article [4]. Our notation will mostly follow these references. 
Let C = C[- r, 01, the Banach space of continuous real valued functions 
on [- r, 01, where Y > 0. (We could just as well consider vector valued 
functions.) If x: [- P, s] -+ R, s > 0, and 0 < t < s, define xt E C by 
x$(e) = x(t + e), - r < 0 < 0. Let L be a bounded linear functional on C, 
and let N be a functional on C such that for some continuous nondecreasing 
function v, with v(0) = 0, we have 
I WP) - NWI G 44 II T - 4 IL 
whenever 11 v II < (2, I/ #II < 0. (11 . II denotes the sup norm on C.) Consider 
the linear functional differential equation 
r’(t) = Lb,) (2) 
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and the perturbed equation 
x’(t) =&) + WG). (3) 
Let xt(v) denote the solution (in C) of (3) such that x0 = p. 
The characteristic values of (2) f orm a countable set {&} of complex 
numbers, with Re h,+l < Re hi for i = 1, 2, 3,..., and Re hi--+ ---CO as 
i---f co. We assume that for some m > 0, 
Let U be the unstable manifold in C associated with (2), and let S be the 
stable manifold. Thus, U and S are subspaces, U being finite dimensional, 
and C = U @ S. There are associated projection maps Q and rrs of C 
onto U and S, respectively. For v E C, let vu = rU(v), ps = T,~(QJ). Thus, 
~=cpU+~S.Thereisad>Osuchthat(I~UII<dllp,ll, (/@II<~ll~II, 
all q E C. 
In [3] or [4] it is shown that associated with (3) we have, for some 6, a 
number K > 1 and sets 
@ = (9’ ] x$(v) exists for all t < 0, 1) xt(v)II < 6 for t < 0, and /I vu II < S/2K) 
and 
Y = (p’ I II x&p)11 < 6 for all t B 0 and II @ II S WQ, 
such that rrU maps @ homeomorphically onto U n BSIZK and 7~~ maps Y 
homeomorphically onto S n B,,,, . Here B, = (9, E C I 119 )I < p}. 
Further, there is a y > 0 such that if v E 9Y, then 
II ddll G 2K II vu II exp(@) for t < 0, 
while if p E Y, then 
II G~)ll < 2K II 9 II ev(- rt) for t 2 0. 
Finally, 9’ is “tangent” to S at 0, in the sense that 
and % is tangent to U; i.e., 
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THEOREM 2. Let 0 be an open subset of C. Suppose that there is an E > 0 
such that if 0 < 11 ‘p I/ < E, and 9 E %, then xi(~) E 0 for some t 3 0. Then there 
is a 6, > 0 such that if 11 q~ II < 6, and y $9, then x~(~J) E 0 for some t > 0. 
Proof. There are no hard computations required, because Hale and Perello 
did all the work in [4]. The key lemma is found in that reference (Theorem 3); 
see also [3, Theorem 26.21. 
LEMMA 1. There is a p > 0 and a positive deJnite quadratic form Q on U 
such that if0 < II q~ Ij < p and /I y” II > & /I v Ij , then 
!h) cf QMFJ) “> 1 t=O > 0. 
Here we must consider the right derivative. 
Remark. This is not exactly the statement in [4], but it follows from the 
proof given there. 
Next choose tar > 0 so that the following all hold: 
(i) pL1 < min(S, E, p), where TV is defined just previously, 6 appears in 
the definitions of % and Y, and E is in the hypotheses of our theorem; 
(ii) if0 -4l~ll <pr- and 9, E @, then II 9’ II/II vu II < a; 
(iii) ifO-=4I~lI ~~~~~~g,~~o,~~~~II~ull/ll~SII <t; 
(iv) if II P II d ply then either II Qdll + 0 as t -+ a~ or II G~)ll > p1 
for some t > 0 (Lemma 5 in [4]); 
(v> if /Id <k and q $ %, then either xi(v) is not continuable to 
(-co, 0] or II xt(9))iI > p1 for some t < 0. 
From (ii) and (iii) it follows that 9’ A BU1 n S = (0). Also, p1 can further 
be chosen so small that if 11 x,(v)ll < tar for all t >, 0, so that by (iv), xt(y) -+ 0, 
then Ij v/I < 6, I/ vu jl < 6/2K, and, thus, 9 E 9. 
Hence, 
(vi) if v E G!/ and II v /j > 0, then II xt(p)II 3 pI for some t 3 0. 
Now let 
k = WQ(+) I II vu II 2 d2 and II ‘P II = ~3. 
Then k > 0, and there is a pa > 0 such that if I] y I] < pa , then Q(v”) < k/2. 
Therefore, from (v), if 0 < I/ v Ij < /.L~ , and v E %, then Q(x~,(~)“) = k/2 
and pz < II ~~~(9)” /I < pI, for some t, > 0. 
Consider again the hypotheses of our theorem. We see that for each y # 0 
in %!, there is a p, > 0 such that if $ E C and Ij $I - 93 11 < p, then x~($) E 0 
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for some t > 0. This is because 0 is open and solutions are continuous with 
respect to initial conditions. 
Set V = (9, E % 1 ps < q < k}. Then V is compact (% being homeomor- 
phic to a subset of the finite dimensional space U), so there is a p > 0 such 
that if 
then x~(T) E 0 for some t > 0. 
If q~ E I’, then by (iii), 11 @ Jj < 2 11 pU 11; hence, /j $‘I/ > Q IJ ‘p IJ . Choose 
9, >0 such that p, <p and if I/p- VII <pi, then jIvI( <p and 
I/ ?U 1) 3 4 (19 (I > 0. For such p Lemma 1 implies that &vu) > 0. 
Let 
Then for p E A, xt(v) E 0 for some t > 0. We shall find an open neighborhood 
J&Y of 0 such that if q E .M - Y, then xt(p)) E A for some t > 0. 
For each q E C, let &, be the maximal interval of existence of xt(v) to the 
left. Thus, I, is of the form [- y, 0] for some y > 0 or of the form (- y, 0] 
where 0 < y < co. Let J, = {t < 0 ( t ~1, and [[ x,(v)[I < pi for t < 7 < 0). 
Then for cp # 0 and t E J, , we have x6(~) # 0, by the uniqueness of solutions 
to the right. 
By condition (v) on pi , ifg,$%andO<IIg,ll<~i,then 
where the bar denotes closure in C. 
LEMMA 3. 
Proof. If the result is false, then there is a sequence (F~}, with 
11 vj - VII = p, , Q(T,~) = k/2, and a sequence (tj}, tj E J,, , such that 
II xt,hJl - 0 as Y ’ -+ co. Because 11 qj I] > pz for all j, it must be the case that 
tj + --co. On any interval [- II - 1, - a], where PZ = 1, 2, 3 ,..., we have 
( x(t, qj)( < pi , where x(., q) is the solution of (3) with initial condition v. 
Also, 
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Therefore, there is a subsequence {vn,$}, 1 < j < co, of (qj} such that 
X-n(~)n,j) converges in C as j + CO. By an appropriate diagonal process we 
find a subsequence {Fj} C {vj} such that x(2, rj+) converges uniformly on 
compact subintervals of (--a, 01, The resulting limit function will be a 
solution X( .) of (3) which tends to 0 at - co. Letting v = x0 , we have $)i -+ v, 
and, therefore, IJI E A, II IJI - T/II = p, , and Ij xt(v)ll < p1 , - co < t < 0. 
Condition (v) on pcLI implies that p E a!. Since Q(q) = K/2, we have 
pL2 < II v II < p1 . Thus, v E V, a contradiction. 
We now choose ps > 0 so small that Bus n W is empty. Let 
~~=(~~~lIIP---ll=P,l, 
and for v E B,,* , let H, = {tl 3 0 ) if 0 < t < t, , then /j x&)II < pl}. By 
Lemma 3, if IJI E Bus, then xt(p)) $ dA for t E Iri, . Also, 
ns maps -T$, “2 19 I II xt(q,)ll G p3 for all t 2 0 and II @ II < CLSPK) 
homeomorphically onto S n Bu3,BK . Let pb = i min(ips , pJ2K) and set 
Mu4 = b I II v II G v3 and II T+ II < CL& 
LEMMA 4. Each component of M,,, - Y contains a nonzero element of 9. 
Proof. Choose a fixed $ E U with Ij # /I = ~~12. We shall show that every 
F-K4- 9 can be connected either to # or to -4 by a continuous piece- 
wise linear curve contained entirely in Mu4 - Y. Then, since rll maps 
homeomorphically onto U n B,+., , there is a unique & E %,,, such 
that &” = $, and a unique & E f+YU, such that &U = -#. Let 
+I” = A& + (1 - A) $. Because $1~ atis , we have II &” II < ;I II ~4” II = a II $ II. 
It follows that j\ &” /I < 9 p4 < p3 , and that l](#l^)s 11 < &8. Hence, 
$2 E M+ t 0 ,( h < 1. Also, 11(&“)” II = I] 3 Ij = ,u4/2, so $1” $9’. Thus, 
I/I~ can be connected to (lr in Mu4 - Y. SimiIarly & can be connected to -16. 
There remains to show that v can be connected to $ or -4 in Mu, - Y. 
There are two cases to consider: (a) vu = 0 and (b) ‘p” # 0. Consider (a). 
Then p) = +rP E S. We know )I f 3 11 = jl - 4 (G 11 = pJ4. There is at most 
one value of c such that v + c# E 9, because rru(‘p + c$) = q. Therefore, 
v + CI,!I $9’ either for - 3 < c < 0 or for 0 6 c < ). Suppose, for example, 
that IJJ + ~$6 9’ for 0 < c < 4. Also, Il(cp + ~4)~ II = /I ‘p II < p4, while 
II~+c#I~c~~+$-;~~~L~P~, Odr<h. Thus, Y and y+-tB9 are con- 
nected in Mu, - Y. 
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NOW ll(p, i- 4 #)” II = 4 ]I $ II = 1”4/4. For 0 < X < 1, u = + 1 or -1, 
consider vDhu = h(cp + 4 4) + a(1 - A) $. If, for some h, # 0, it is the case 
that Pi,, E 9, then II (ph”, I( < 4 (1 q~h”, (I < & A,+*, and there follows 
This implies that 
IINP + i #> + (1 - 4 (- 44” II > II WP + Q +>* II for h > 0, 
which in turn gives 11(v;;‘)o 1//11(q~;~)~ (1 3 a. Therefore, if r&l E 9’ for some A 
in [0, 11, then 9;’ $ Y for 0 < h < 1. 
In the case qP # 0, we consider q~ + cqo. There are exactly two values, 
cr < - I and c2 > - 1, of c such that II@’ + c@‘[I = pJ4. Over either 
cl < c < - 1 or - 1 < c < c2 we must have v+ c#J $9, 
II 9 + cv” II < II PS II + /-Q/4 < /-L3 9 and Ilb + ST II < P4 - 
Then proceed as before to connect either v + c,rp” or 9 + c2(pv to $ or -4 
in M*, - Y. 
Next let A = Mb, - 9, and define J2 C A as follows: 
Since M,,, is an open neighborhood of 0 in C, the theorem is completed by 
showing that A = J2. 
We know that ~JJ E U n n implies 9 E 52. Also, every component of n 
contains an element of @2 - (0). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that ~2 
is both open and closed as a subset of A. 
To show that $2 is open, suppose that 9 E B and xt,(q) E A for some 
to E H, . As we saw before, xtO(p) $ dA, so that )I q(p) - V 1) < p, , and 
p2 -=c IIq,(cp)ll < pl . Also, Q(~t,(~)U> = k/2 ~(~&J)~) > 0. Therefore, for 
some small T > 0, Q(x~~+~(Q))~) > k/2, and t, + r E H, . Furthermore, 
Q(x~(~)) is bounded below by some w > 0 in a neighborhood of to. It follows 
that some neighborhood of q~ lies in D. 
TO show that D is closed, suppose that (~~1 E Sz, vi -+ q~ E /l. Since v 6 9, 
we must have I( xt,(v)[l > pL1 for some to > 0. Also, if p $ J2, we can assume 
that xt(#)#A for 0 <t ,( t,. But the set I’ = (x$(v), 0 < t < to} is 
compact and A is closed, so r is a positive distance from A. Since 
x&J -+ xA#) uniformly on 0 < t < to , it follows that xt(cpJ 6 A for large i, 
tEH,<. This contradiction completes the proof. 
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